
TIPI WEDDING VENUE
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Grass Car Park

for 75 – 80 cars

Car access via a festoon-lit avenue

through the trees which then opens

out into the Hadsham valley

Hadsham Farm Weddings – ‘Dry-Hire’ Tipi Wedding Venue

In a private and secluded Cotswold valley, overlooking our lake

Exclusively yours for 3 days

Relaxed – Festival – Natural – Rustic – Vintage - Boho

Site plan by Google Maps and Hadsham Farm

Car access to

Catering tent / service area



Shot of  the whole (south-west facing) Tipi Venue

Plan Layout – catering tent, 3 giant tipis and chill-out tent – all interlinked

Tipi entrance with weatherproof  frontage
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Shot from the top of  the valley

Aerial drone shot - by a wedding guest
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Open chill-out tent and outside fire-pit

Tipi entrance with weatherproof

frontage removed
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Tipi Interior

Wooden floor, tables, benches, chairs, barrels, fairy lights, flower loop

and sound system all included in the venue hire

Tipi Interior

Decorations by a client – bunting, flower loop greenery

and all table decorations (crockery, cutlery, glassware, cloths etc.)

Weatherproof  frontage allows a view over the lake in any weather
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Full wooden floor throughout

Tipi Interior

Wooden bar (in background) included
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Chill-out tent

All furniture and bio-ethanol fire-pit included

Throws and bunting by a client

Chill-out tent

Toasting marshmallows!
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Tipi Interior

Cake stand oak barrels / 

Beer perch (x2) included

Milk churns (x2) 

included

Oak barrels (x5) included

Flowers by Charles and Faye
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Tipi Interior

Wooden flower loops (x2) included – in Tipis 2 and 3

Flowers by a client

Tipi Interior

Wooden flower loop close-up

Flowers by a Charles and Faye
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Disco Tipi

First dance by Andy & Phyllida

Disco Tipi 

First dance by Matt & Louise
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Disco Tipi 

Amplifiers, speakers, mixing desk, lights, lighting desk

and wireless PA equipment all included.

Fraudio brought their own equipment. Shapes by Matt & Louise and guests!
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Shepherds Hut Toilets 

‘posh-rustic’, proper flushing toilets – ladies, gents and disabled/baby change
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Luxury en-suite Shepherds Hut Bridal suite and hot showers for any campers

New for 2020 – indicative images only



Lakeside camping

Hire in a bell-tent village or bring your own tents

Lakeside camping

Tents by Warwickshire Bell Tents
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Personal Ceremony

with Andy & Sarah and Cherish Ceremonies

Personal Ceremony

with Andy & Sarah

Wooden Arch included in the venue hire. An indoor ‘moon-gate’ is available,

as is the option of  a lakeside ceremony.
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Or use the arch as a Photo Booth – both images by S2 Images



Festoon Lighting 

Festoon Lighting

All included in the venue hire
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Festoon Lighting 

Festoon Lighting on the lake island
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Lakeside ‘golden hour’ photography – both images by S2 Images



Evening Photography

Lakeside photography
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Outdoor fire-pit
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‘Ahhh this place is amazing! Charlie and Fiona were so great at responding to all my

questions about the minor details and the venue was spotlessly clean and tidy when we

arrived to set up on the Friday before our wedding. Charlie was there making some final

adjustments to the sound system and showed us how everything worked! All went

smoothly... except for the weather (unforeseen storms) and even when that caused some

disruption to the power (understandable in mid-countryside tents) Charlie and the on-site

security were there within minutes and had it fixed in 10 - just in time for the first dance

and the real party! Newly set up family -run venue, excellent price, and really great, friendly

efficient service - just what you need to take the edge of the stress of a DIY wedding!

Thank you Charlie and Fiona! So many great memories made! :D’ Jodie & Sam, July 2018

‘A beautiful venue! Charlie was super helpful throughout and we had the best day. I can not

recommend this venue enough if you are looking for somewhere special to get married.

The setting is stunning and the facilities are amazing.’ Andrew & Emily, August 2018

‘Fantastic venue and Charlie couldn't have done enough to help and has got a really good

setup. We got lucky with the weather which helps but to be fair, even if it was raining it's so

nice inside the teepee that you wouldn't feel hard done by. The site is lovely and so well

thought out that we didn't have any concerns about it going into our wedding, and the fact

that all of our guests thought it was just as magical confirms what a great place it is.’

Richard & Alex, September 2018

‘Amazing venue with stunning views. We couldn't have picked a more perfect place to have

our reception. The space is very versatile and allows you to create an experience true to

yourself. The tipi looked fantastic and all our guests were completely wowed by the space

and day. Charlie could not have been more friendly or helpful - I wish we could do it all over

again :-)’ Phyllida & Andrew, June 2018

Hadsham Farm Weddings – Reviews 2018

‘If you’re looking for something a bit different, somewhere where you can do it your way

with very few restrictions, Hadsham Farm is the wedding venue of your dreams. The

setting is beautiful and the tipi is perfectly setup with everything you’ll need whilst still

being a blank canvas to make it your own for the day. With the venue being yours for the

whole day before to set up (and for that matter the day after to tidy up) it certainly took

away any stresses on the wedding day morning with just our suppliers to turn up and do

their thing. We held our wedding reception here on one of the hottest days of the summer

and it couldn’t have gone any better! Even if the sun isn’t shining, the venue is still just like

any other wedding venue with complete cover from the elements. Charlie is an absolute

gent and great to deal with and we can’t thank Charlie and family enough for allowing us to

host our wedding reception! It’s a day we will never forget and a party we’ll never beat!’

Matt & Louise, August 2018


